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conservative columnist i want democrats to take over - conservative columnist max boot a frequent critic of president
donald trump says he s now rooting for a democratic takeover of both houses of congress in november s midterm elections,
i left the republican party and now i want democrats to - should i stay or should i go now that question posed by the
eminent political philosophers known as the clash is one that confronts any republican with a glimmer of conscience,
democracy is norm erosion crooked timber - two or three weeks ago i had an intuition a glimpse of a thought that has
kept coming back to me since the discourse of norm erosion isn t really about trump nor is it about authoritarianism what it s
really about is extremism that old stalking horse of cold war liberalism and while, the great republic presidents and states
of the united states - the great republic presidents and states of the united states of america and comments on american
history taking everything together then i declare that our city is the school or education of greece t s hell dos pa deusis and i
declare that in my opinion each single one of our citizens in all the manifold aspects of life is able to show himself the rightful
lord and owner of, death threats against bush at protests ignored for years - threats against bush at public protests a
protester with a sign saying kill bush and advocating that the white house be bombed at the march 18 2007 anti war rally in
san francisco, the daily show with trevor noah series comedy central - trevor noah and the world s fakest news team
tackle the biggest stories in news politics and pop culture, in defense of denmark foreign policy - argument in defense of
denmark with right wing parties on the rise in sweden and germany the restrictive immigration policies of cold hearted
copenhagen are beginning to look awfully sensible, democratization vol 25 no 8 taylor francis - accept we use cookies to
improve your website experience to learn about our use of cookies and how you can manage your cookie settings please
see our cookie policy by closing this message you are consenting to our use of cookies, tea party subtopics a k dart - the
naacp vs the tea party movement naacp declines to condemn left wing racist attacks on justice thomas the naacp is quick to
play the race card when it means defending a left wing agenda, i m still a republican but we need to vote in a - my
primary reason for supporting democrats this november is not just my disgust at trump s incompetence despicable behavior
and ignorant policy making it s the threat to constitutional, political moderates are lying quillette - this is not unique to
democrats however as republicans political preferences have been trumpified yougov polling indicates that between august
2014 and august 2017 republicans view of russia as an ally increased from 9 to 30 furthermore vladimir putin s favorability
rating among republicans increased from 12 to 32 between 2015 and 2017, trump racism more fake news kkk antifa
both violent - by greg hunter s usawatchdog com wnw 297 8 18 17 the propaganda mainstream media and democrats are
now trying to paint president trump as a racist when he clearly is not the democrats are out of ideas and the only thing they
have to offer are lies, fox news comments about - fox news comments was created to expose the audience that fox news
caters to every comment is posted as it was shown on foxnews com or thefoxnation com some of what you read will make
you laugh some of what you read will shock you, quorum report news clips - beto 2020 calls multiply among democrats
democrats are seeing a silver lining to rep beto o rourke s loss in texas to sen ted cruz it means o rourke who emerged in
the midterms as a progressive star is free to run for president, weapons of mass deception the uses of propaganda in
bush - weapons of mass deception reveals how the iraq war was sold to the american public through professional p r
strategies the first casualty lies that were told related to the iraq war, frankenjournalism at msnbc collide a scape - two
years ago a bill to label foods that contained genetically engineered ingredients was introduced into congress by a
democratic representative from oregon and a democratic senator from california, witchfinders general crooked timber - i
ve gone through the comments to my previous post and found a quite considerable number of people who appear to have
made egregious claims about opponents of the war rooting for the other side i ve excluded people who don t fit the criteria
for being well known etc including a couple of, communities voices and insights washington times - as i write this
hundreds of people are converging on the streets of washington d c and in the halls of the u s capitol with t shirts saying
believe women, hegemony how to a roadmap for radicals kindle edition - hegemony how to a roadmap for radicals
kindle edition by jonathan smucker download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like
bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading hegemony how to a roadmap for radicals, the obama presidency
narcissism and bad decisions - note you might want to start at the barack obama index page especially if you arrived here
by using a search engine during the seemingly endless transition period between election day and obama s inauguration i
composed another page called what can we expect from the obama administration this page on the other hand is for
commentary about the obama presidency as it unfolds on and
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